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Need of AI in todays business scenario

Business Challenge & Answers to it (Use Case)

Demo

QnA
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Mr. Paul Sent Email 

to a DL/Mailbox of Airline

Office executive going through the email again 

to classify and route it to respective department

Email to Case is created but without 

relevant classification information

Officer check and resolve the issue.

Classify the case and route to department



02

Mr. Paul Sent Email 

to a DL/Mailbox of Airline
Office executive monitoring the case

Spending quality time for other productive work

Email to Case is created with Case 

Priority & proper Case Classification

Officer check and resolve the issue.

Case is routed to the team with notification
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✓ Auto tagged

✓ Auto Routed

✓ Pre-populated



✓ We are considering use case of Aviation Industry where Customer is sending email to customer service support 

mailbox of Airline

✓ AI builder with power automate reads Email subject and body and provides tagging of Information from customer.

✓ Power automate checks the Email of sender and search in the customer table, if existing customer found it auto 

tags the customer to case with other required details.

✓ With the tagged category from D365, Master routing information and other details are fetched

✓ Sentimental analysis is done and for negative sentiment it can be flagged with special status to handle customer 

with care.

✓ Case is created with prepopulated details like priority, case category, specific notification & auto routed to the team.

✓ Agent is able to save his quality time to spend on other productive work.





✓ SLA can be configured in multiple layers e.g. sub categories, sub sub categories etc.

✓ Case categories can be further classified into 3 levels (case triplets)

✓ If any documents attached to email can be read through & classified as per business requirement

✓ Escalation matrix based on case triplets can be configured.



QUERIES ??


